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Techniques for rapid descents are only to be used in critical situations and repeating such maneuvers can damage the structure and stitching of your glider. 
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A -The FUNKY
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A.



The FUNKY



The FUNKY is the result of a unique combination of the most recent discoveries in the aerodynamics of paragliders, the unmatched design experience of Michel Le Blanc, and ultimate fine-tuning by the test pilots of Flying Planet. The FUNKY is the ultimate standard glider.



1)



Glider materials



In keeping with our pledge to the best quality control, Flying Planet exclusively uses materials referenced by the testing laboratories Flying planet International. The careful selection guarantees optimal durability and security. The FUNKY is entirely constructed of materials that has years of proven resistance to deformation and against UV’s, both structurally and in coloring. A straight reinforcing polyester thread runs Along the trailing edge to further resist structural deformations and to extend the durability of the glider. The leading edge openings have been specially designed to facilitate inflation and optimise the glides behaviour in rought conditions. To maximize the durability of the leading edge, a reinforcement of composite fabric with a density of 115 grams per square meter has been added.



2)



Lines



The diagonal suspension system reduces the number of lines which reduces drag; the size of the lines was chosen to further minimize drag while ensuring structural resistance suitable to the loads borne by different sections of the suspension tree: the lower A, B, as well as the brake line, are of 2.1 millimetre diameter, C and D are of 1.7, and all the upper lines are 1.1 millimetre (the brake mid-height and upper lines are 1.1 millimetres in diameter since they are less load-bearing). The FUNKY lower lines are made of Cousin Tecnora which is composed of a threaded core covered by a colored polyester sheath. This material has a high impact resistance and very limited stretch which ensures that your FUNKY will remain close to its original settings in time. the higth lines are made in DYNEMA without sleeves giving tne maximum ratio for strength and durability. For added safety, all the lines are pre-stressed in our facilities before being cut to length. The final length is accurately measured to match that of the certified design which is the final result of months of elaboration and fine-tuning. Any modification of the length of any line voids the certification of your glider as well as any applicable warranty.
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In order to facilitate visualization of the line system, the A lines as well as the brake line are of different color from the B, C, and D lines; the stabilos lines are in another color. The lower lines are attached to the risers by stainless-steel triangular shackles made by Peguet with a 600 Dan resistance; the lines are maintained centered by black rubber O-rings.



3)



Risers



The FUNKY’s risers have been designed with an emphasis on quality, simplicity of use, and maximum efficiency of the speed bar; they are made of prestressed Nylon webbing with a structural resistance of 2.5 metric tons and resistant to deformation over time. All four risers are of identical length (45 centimeters = 18 inches) bringing them within easy reach of the pilot in flight. The A riser has a stitched fabric color tag which matches that of the lower A lines. The brake line runs through a pulley which is itself attached to a sling giving it 10 centimeters (4 inches) of play, thus allowing the comfortable positioning of the pilot without any risk of tugging on the D risers. The brake toggles attach to the D risers with a snapon fastener.



B.



Hooking in



While all Flying planet dealers are required to perform at least one inflation and one verification flight before handing the FUNKY over to you, we strongly recommend that you carefully perform the following check-up before launching on your first flight. Take your FUNKY out of its protective bag and open it out carefully onto the ground, spreading it out into its natural shape which follows the curvature of the leading edge.
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Clear all the lines one by one and make sure that they are positioned so that they will all tension simultaneously when you start your take off run. Check the risers and, if there is any sign of crossed lines, verify that it is not a simple twist of the risers; this is facilitated by verifying that the outermost wingtip lines are attached to the outermost side of each shackle. Also check that all the shackle-nuts are closed tight, both those connecting the lines to the risers and those connecting the risers to your harness. If you should have any doubt, consult your dealer before taking flight.



1)



Your harness



The FUNKY is designed to be used with all types of certified ABS harnesses. However, in order to stay in the domain of the glider AFNOR CEN certifications we recommand that you use a harness with suspension points at 42, 44, 46 cm respectively for the sizes S,M and L (shackle included) to maximise your ability to explort the FUNKY capacities in full. (Refer to the section on turning & thermaling). If you attach your speed bar at the time of your first flight, be sure to check that the lines run smoothly through the pulleys, that they are not wrapped around any of the risers, and that there is sufficient slack to allow a full extension of the A-risers (refer to the section on Speed Bar installation and use).



2)Adjusting the brake lines The factory-setting for the brakes on the FUNKY allows 10 centimetres (4 inches) of slack on average. The slack varies with pilot size and the positioning of the attachment points on the harness; you may adjust it to your specific needs and habits but we advise you to avoid reducing the slack as much as possible lest you may end up setting a permanent braking position on your glider. In all cases, be sure to check the symmetry of the settings between both sides as well as the “fisherman’s knot” which attaches the toggle before your first flight.



C.



In flight



Now that you have performed the previous checks and controls, your glider is ready to lift-off. Choose a particularly easy and suitable site for this first flight (correct wind direction, a hill free of obstacles, etc...).



1)
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In order to get a smooth inflation, position your glider in a slight arc of a circle (horseshoe shape); clear your lines and ensure that none of them are run around the glider or are caught on any obstruction (root, stone, ...). With your back to the glider, hold the A risers and brake toggles so that the A lines are slightly tensioned. Keeping your elbows tight against your body and your arms spread out parallel to the ground, pull forward in a gentle and continuous manner, avoiding any impulse or jerking of the glider. Lead the glider with the A risers ensuring that they are taught from your body all the time (i.e. ensure that you are not shortening them with your hold). The FUNKY rises smoothly and in a constant manner until it is above the pilot. It might tend to overtake the pilot in strong winds or with a poor/rough pilot’s technique. In strong winds or exceptionally steep inclines, the pilot may need to anticipate the conditions and adjust his/her technique accordingly. Once overhead, the glider is controlled in a normal way, using a combination of brakes and lateral shift.



2)



Taking-off



Forward launch: Accelerate gradually and smoothly while adjusting your take-off run to the particular aerology and ground coverage of the site. Do not forget to give one final glance at your glider overhead before taking off; if you have the least concern, do not hesitate to abort your launch by stopping your run and applying full brakes. Reverse launch: In strong winds, it is often easier to perform a reverse launch and the FUNKY is particularly well suited to that effect. Face forward, with your back to the glider, as you will once you are in flight; while holding fast onto the brake toggles and risers in each hand, turn around in your preferred direction while tucking your head under the lines; face the glider and smoothly pull on the A risers to build a wall; once you have a symmetric wall and you are directly aligned with your back straight against the wind and facing the center of the glider, smoothly pull on the risers and let the FUNKY stabilize above your head; after checking that all the lines are clear, turn around, ensure that your risers and brake lines are not twisted or crossed in the wrong direction, and lunge “into” the wind. Whichever is your favorite launch technique, we recommend that you use that one on your first flight with the FUNKY, even if you do this at your favorite site.



3)



Straight flight



Learn to use your new glider in smooth aerological conditions before launching into strong thermals or rowdy air. Learn the feel of your glider in the brake lines, this is your glider’s “heartbeat” and learning this feel will teach you what to expect and how to react optimally. The braking action on the FUNKY is very progressive and it allows flying in a broad speed range. The best L/D in zero wind is obtained with a slight pressure on the speed bar and the minimum sink requires the application of approximately 20cm (8 inches) of brakes. The use of more brakes slows you down and increases the sink rate; furthermore, the effort required to hold more brake pressure is tiring and you risk inadvertently entering a stall (wind gust or strong thermal). Whichever glider you fly, always beware of slow speeds.
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4)



Installation and use of the speedbar



The FUNKY comes ready to hook-up a speedbar. The adjustments and limits of the speedbar have been carefully determined: keep in mind that use of the speedbar changes all the settings of your glider, including the twist at the wing tips, while giving you a broader usable speed range. Using the speedbar : When glinding between thermals into the wind, we recommend increasing your speed to maintain an optimal glide distance. Using the speedbar reduces your angle of attack and your glider thus becomes more sensitive to the aerology: collapses are more likely and reactions will be more rapid as your airspeed increases. The FUNKY has been specifically designed to retain its stability at high speeds and the full range of the speedbar is realistically usable in all conditions; however, don’t let this stability give you an exaggerated and false sense of security: use the speedbar only when you are at a safe distance from the relief and ground-based obstacles, as well as proper separation from other aircraft or paragliders. Be as attentive to your speedbar as you are to your brake toggles, it will tell you what your glider is “feeling” in the air: if tension on the speedbar softens, an imminent collapse is possible and releasing the speedbar smoothly yet promptly will likely avoid it.



Never let go of your brake toggles when using the speedbar! 5)



Turning and thermalling



The FUNKY is prompt to react when the brakes are applied or the weight shifted; the pilot must use both interior and outer brake commands, combined with weight shift, to achieve the desired turn radius; use the outer command in order to achieve a flatter turn. Firm application of the brake to one side banks the glider into a tight turn which, if maintained, can lead into a spiral (refer to the section on high rates of descent). Once the turn is engaged, we recommend easing gently on the outer brake to reduce the risk of entering a negative spin. If this should happen, the FUNKY promptly recovers upon releasing the brake; a slight frontal surge may follow. The attitude and incidence of the wing tips have been specially designed to coordinate the yawing and rolling actions when turning. You can maximize the turn effectiveness by weight-shifting in the harness. The adjustment of the chest strap then becomes essential: a tighter chest strap will dampen the rolling while a looser chest strap allows for more pilot input. The general rule is to turn flat in wide thermals and strive to center small thermals. Follow the drift of the thermals in the wind and ovalize your turns as necessary. Tip: to maximize your use of thermals, adjust to follow the drift and pay constant attention to the relative wind.



6)



Landing



Landing with the FUNKY is classic and smooth: plan your approach keeping in mind that you are using a new glider and paying attention to the terrain and aerology, and
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make a smooth turn for a final approch into wind. For safety’s sake, we remind you the following standard procedures:



Stand upright in your harness once you are established your final approch be prepared to physically dampen an turbulent or misjudged landing. In strong winds, apply only light brake pressure (if any at all) and, as soon as you have landed, pull down your glider using the D risers, while turning and walking towards the wing to bring it down faster. If you inadvertently end up landing with a tailwind, remember to flare earlier than normal and get ready to run forward very fast as soon as you touch down. Avoid slamming the leading edge into the ground. If the glider wants to overtake you once you touch down, grab the rear risers and run forward to bring it down behind you. Don’t take chances when landing: concentrate on your approach and be responsive to the aerology and the glider. Fly the glider until the last moment!



D.



Techniques for descending rapidly



Techniques for rapid descents are only to be used in critical situations and repeating such maneuvers can damage the structure and stitching of your glider. Nonetheless, we believe that every pilot should be experienced in using these maneuvers so as to make full use of such resources if necessary. Practice these techniques occasionally and only in calm air with plenty of altitude to spare.



1) “360’s”



Series of 360º turns and spirals



are an effective way of losing altitude rapidly. The FUNKY smoothly engages into the turns and it remains stable and responsive, even in a spiral. The amount of brakes applied to the inner side of the turn determines the attitude of the glider and your rate of descent, which can reach 16 meters per second (50 feet per second). Beware that with more than 42, 44, 46 cm respectively for the sizes S, M and L (out of the certification domain) of slack on the chest strap you will have to help your FUNKY to go out of 360° by opposite brake action or/and opposite weight-shifting in the harness. Do not try engage a spiral radically from the very first turn; rather, increase your bank and pitch gradually. The same reasoning applies to the recovery from a series of 360’s and we recommend that you gradually loosen the brake pressure over one or several turns. Warning : We remind you that during the testing of the glider, 360’s are engaged gradually, avoiding to make the glider divie directly facing the the ground. Such a maneuver belongs to the domain of aerobatic and is therefore beyond the limits of AFNOR CEN certifications. In general, 360’s put a great stress on your equipment and you should perform this maneuver as seldom as possible. Note: if there is any wind, take into consideration your drift before entering a series of 360º turns and make sure that you have plenty of clearance from other gliders or obstacles.
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2)



Big ears



These are performed by pulling on the outermost line of the A-risers; hold the line continuously to avoid an undesired reopening of the glider tips. Performing big ears does not increase your forward velocity to any significant degree, but you may safely use your speed bar while holding in big-ears in order to increase both your penetration speed and your rate of descent; the size of the ears depends on how much of the outermost A-line you pull in. Steering with big ears is done by weight shifting in your harness and the maneuverability will be a function of the tightening or loosening of your chest strap. To further increase your rate of descent, you may perform large 360º turns or gentle Sturns. Exit big ears by releasing the A line; the ears should reopen on their own, but you can accelerate the reopening by pulling on the brakes. Note: never let go of your brake lines when performing big-ears; we further suggest that you slide your hands through your brake toggles so they are around your wrists, to avoid dropping them inadvertently. Do not enter steep 360º turns while holding in big ears as this puts nearly all the load on the middle A and B lines.



3)



B-line stall



Grab the B risers at the shackle point and gradually pull them down. The FUNKY is remarkably steady in this configuration and rapidly stabilizes above the pilot, after a slight initial drop to the back. Your rate of descent increases with the amount of Brisers which you pull in, this is up to 10 meters per second (33 feet per second). Be sure to perform this maneuver with symmetrical amounts of line pulled in on both sides; if this is not done, the FUNKY will enter a very gradual flat rotation; in such a case, you may either pull the opposite B-riser a bit more to make the effect symmetric, or you can weight shift in your harness to compensate. To recover from a B-line stall, gently release both B-risers simultaneously and symmetrically, letting go rapidly of the last 5 centimeters (2 inches). The FUNKY will recover its steady flight attitude without any surge. The FUNKY should not enter a parachutage mode when recovering from a B-line stall, but, if this should ever happen, a slight forward pressure on the A-risers will return the glider to normal flying. Only use B-line stall in emergency situations because it puts a lot of stress on all the B lines and their attachment points. Note: never let go of your brake lines when performing a B-line stall; we further suggest that you slide your hands through your brake toggles, so they are around your wrists, to avoid dropping them inadvertently.



E.



The FUNKY in unusual flight attitudes



The FUNKY has been designed to be exceptionally stable in its performance-rating and it retains its stability even in turbulent aerological conditions. However, any pilot must be prepared to react to unexpected extreme situations which may result from a pilot error or aerology (wind shear,...). The first key to safely recovering from all such situations is to remain calm and to avoid sudden panic reactions which may further complicate the situation.
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Safety Clinics are one good way to familiarize yourself with such situations; these clinics are conducted in full safety conditions under the supervision of expertlytrained instructors (flight maneuvers over water, rescue boat, emergency safety parachute, radio contact, etc...). Nevertheless, we remind you once again that any such unusual or extreme maneuvers put exaggerated stress on your equipment which may shorten its lifespan.



1)



Wingovers



Wingovers consist of swinging from one turn to an opposite turn with high bank and pitch angles; the greater the amplitude and angle of the swinging motions, the more control the pilot must apply to the brakes in order to avoid an asymmetric collapse. Note: a bank angle exceeding 60º or a pitch angle exceeding 30º are defined as “acrobatic maneuvers” and the FUNKY is not rated for this kind of flight.



2)



Asymmetric collapse



Paragliders are deformable airfoils (RAM-air pressurized) and wind shears or turbulence can cause a partial closure of the wing; the pilot must be trained to react properly in such instances. Even with a 50% closure, the FUNKY does not enter a spin and the pilot should not expect a rotation greater than 90º. When flying close to the hillside or in the vicinity of other air traffic, the pilot should retain his/her initial heading by applying brake pressure and shifting the weight to the open side. In the event that the glider would not spontaneously reopen, apply large and regular braking motions to the closed side (colloquially referred to as “pumping”; note that short and rapid little tugs on the brakes are absolutely useless). The best way to avoid a closure is to be a dynamic pilot, especially in rowdy conditions.



3)



Frontal collapse or frontal closure and the “crevette”



Frontal collapses may occur when there is a strong vertical wind shear, such as when exiting a strong thermal or at high velocities. The glider will lose a small amount of altitude before reopening spontaneously; however, you may reopen the glider sooner by applying brake pressure symmetrically and simultaneously to both sides.



4)



parachutage and stall



The FUNKY is inherently designed to prevent parachutage. However, if some unusual condition should cause your FUNKY to enter a parachutage mode, light forward pressure on the A-risers or on the speed bar should return it to normal flight. Avoid entering a turn as this may cause the glider to enter a spin. Excessive brake pressure (for instance lowering your toggles to your waist level), may cause your glider to stall; first the glider will shift slightly backward and then it will literally fall behind you and, within a few seconds, the glider will no longer be in its flight envelope. Exiting a full stall can be dangerous (strong surge and frontal collapse) and the essential point to remember is for the pilot to remain cool headed and react in a
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thoughtful way: first, wait for the glider to stabilize, then gently release the brakes to mid-height (response time of about 1 second) and get ready to dampen the forward surge.



Stalling any modern glider can have extremely dangerous consequences!!! 5)



stall and flat spin



The most frequent cause of an stall is the pilot exceeding the maximum brake pressure on the interior side while stabilized in a turn. Recovery is performed by smoothly releasing the brake on the stalled side; in extreme cases, this could induce a diagonal cross-surge which must be controlled by using both brakes to avoid a closure. Note 1: the “cravate” (literally “necktie”) It can occur on any paraglider flying in extreme conditions if the lines somehow get wrapped around the glider. First, maintain your heading, look at the glider to determine which line is causing the problem, and try to release the caught wingtip (especially by tugging on the outermost B-line which connects to the wingtip stabilizer; that line is of smallest diameter). Pumping the brake on the closed side is not generally effective and this can further deteriorate the situation. Note 2: emergency piloting In case of brake line failure control can be smoothly maintined using the D-risers. Remain calm and avoid abrupt movements since an exaggerated tug on the rear risers could easily lead to a collapse. Choose a nearby large and unobstructed landing field and pay particular attention when planning your approach; you can flare normally using the D-risers.



F.



Maintenance and repairs



Despite the exceptional quality control of the materials and construction of your FUNKY, we recommend that you care for it cautiously. All pilots are personally responsible for the day-to-day maintenance of their aircraft and we offer the following suggestions:



Storage should be in a dry and tempered shelter, away from direct sunlight. Cleaning should be performed with a soft sponge and plain water; never use any chemical detergents since these may alter the characteristics of the fabric. Repairs: small repairs (rips up to 4 inches) can be done using self-adhesive repair tape; we recommend rounding the angles of the patch and applying one patch on the outside and one on the inside of the glider. Rips of larger dimensions or along the stitching must imperatively be sent to a certified shop. Do not hesitate to ask your dealer if you have any doubt. Make sure that your glider is perfectly dry before folding it for storage; residual moisture dramatically degrades the fabric, especially their structural characteristics and color. Avoid always folding your glider along the same lines to avoid creasing the fabric.
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Minimize exposure to UV rays, especially before launching and after landing. UV rays emanating from the sun are particularly strong at high altitude, in winter, and on snow, and these damage the structural resistance of the fabric as well as its porosity. Do not drag your glider or leave it lying around launch areas or landing fields; use water to remove dirt and insect stains which may alter the fabric over time. In the event that your glider would be immersed entirely or partially in salt water, rinse it carefully with fresh water and let it dry before storing it again. Never step on the lines, especially on hard ground. Avoid overloading the lines and kinking them when folding your glider. In the event of a landing in trees, carefully inspect each line before flying again. All damaged lines must imperatively be replaced. This manual includes a chart with a full line diagram or you can consult your local dealer. Beware that a crossed brake line can damage the other lines due to friction between them. Have your glider inspected by the manufacturer, the dealer, or an approved center at least once a year or 150 hours flight to the certification. Regularly inspect the condition of your glider and its lines. Conclusion: The FUNKY is the ultimate paraglider of the latest technology. Care for it properly and it will take you airborne for several years. As wonderful a sport as is paragliding, we are not free from danger. Your personal safety lies in your own hands and we incite you to fly conscientiously with a proper harness, safety parachute, and certified helmet. Always respect the safety limits of free flight. See you in the Sky! Flying planet staff.



Important notice This paraglider meets the EN certification criteria as defined at the time of its delivery. Any modification performed by the owner or user voids all certification, warranty, and any other agreement. Paragliding is dangerous and can be hazardous to your health, potentially leading to partial or total dismemberment, paralysis, or death. The purchaser, the owner, and the user of this equipment willfully and knowingly engage in this activity at their own risk and they are solely responsible for all outcomes. The designer, the manufacturer, the dealer, and any intermediate or associated parties, whether corporate or individual, assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the pilot or his/her equipment. Each pilot is individually responsible for the proper maintenance of his/her equipment and for ensuring that it is in suitable flying condition before launching. The pilot’s knowledge is assumed to be as required to fly a paraglider of this class.
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WARNING: Paragliding is an extremely dangerous activity that can and often does result in serious injury or death. The designer, manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler and retailer cannot and will not guarantee your safety when using this paraglider. You alone must judge the flying conditions, including weather, wind, congestion, launching areas, and landing area before you fly. Paragliders require careful and consistent care. Overtime, solar radiation, dirt, dust, grease, water, wind, stress, and other variables will degrade the performance and safety of the gilder, thereby increasing the risk of injury or death. Read the owner’s manual of the paraglider before you fly. Always wear a helmet and protective clothing when flying a paraglider.
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spreading it out into its natural shape which follows the curvature of the leading edge. ..... Overtime, solar radiation, dirt, dust, grease, water, wind, stress, and.
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A. The SPIRIT - Para2000 

Page 2. SOMMAIRE. A - PrÃ©sentation de la SPIRIT. 1 - Les caractÃ©ristiques de la voilure ... et elle vous permettra tout aussi bien de dÃ©couvrir les plaisirs.
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10.2 Checklist . ..... Before every take-off you have to do an accurate pre-flight check. ..... If the glider starts to turn during the B-stall or the wing-tips are moving ...
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Congratulations first: Now you are the happy owner of a FIREBIRD RAVEN! ... We will not accept any responsibility for the consequences of not adequate handling! ...... Every fault - no matter how small - must be checked and repaired by a ...
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Feb 28, 2012 - We recommend a slow approach to this maneuver, as partes of the glider may ... Extreme maneuvers such as strong spiral dive and acro and ...
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hË‡aidË‡ao rÂ´en zhË‡ong de jÂ¯Ä±yÂ¯Ä±n, hÂ´ai yË‡ou...... B: Â¯aiyÂ¯a ... huang t Â´ongn Â´an t Â´ongn Â¨uË‡ children chÂ´angshÂ¯engb`u- lË‡ao to live forever young hÂ´ushuÂ¯obÂ¯ad`ao.
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niÂ´an qiÂ´an. A: k`anlai tÂ¯amen hÂ´ai tÄ±ng hu`Ä± tiÂ¯ao shÄ±jÂ¯Ä± de. n`a, qÄ±tÂ¯a chÂ´engsh`Ä± de qÄ±g`ai hË‡en duÂ¯o ma? B: Visit the Online Review and Discussion (text version) ...
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INSERCIÃ“N TÃ�PICA. Insert tongue under raceway base until firmly seated. Introduire la languette sous la base de la canalisation jusqu'Ã  ce que solidement en ...
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NB UL/CUL : Zone en angle mort 7ft. UL/CUL Note: For UL appplication use Pulse .... La gamme de dÃ©tecteurs 6540U/6540UPI/6550U - est destinÃ©e Ã  Ãªtre connectÃ©e Ã  une centrale approuvÃ©e UL / CUL ... Desserrez la vis Ã  la base du dÃ©tecteur jusq
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to your local supplier upon the purchase of equivalent new equipment ..... cÃ¢blage pour une connexion en boucle double, reportez-vous Ã  la Fig. 12. 6.RÃ©glez ...
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10.2 Checklist . ..... Before every take-off you have to do an accurate pre-flight check. You have to check the ... When the glider then lifts up, the arms are moving.
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Congratulations first: Now you are the happy owner of a FIREBIRD F1RST! ... We will not accept any responsibility for the consequences of not adequate handling! ..... Every fault - no matter how small - must be checked and repaired by a ...
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Fashion Breakthrough A. Vocabulary B. The story and the chemistry 

It is also among the first chemical dyes to have been mass-produced. ... Regarding the synthesis process of Mauveine, make an educated guess to complete the ...
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Verifique con llave en mano y el pulgar para una correcta ... Perforaciones Centro A, B, C, D y E. ... Seleccione la orientaciÃ³n plantilla correcta con el borde de la.
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LilyÂ® Sugar'n CreamÂ® (70.9 g/2.5 oz; 109 m/120 vgs) ... 1er tour: 1 br dans 5e ml du crochet (compte comme 1 br. ... Joindre avec mc dans dern ms du 2e tour.
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Hunter L,a,b Versus CIE 1976 L*a*b 

formulas for Hunter L, a, and b are square roots using CIE XYZ, whereas CIELAB is ... the formulas and more specific information about the two scales.
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I'm sure I'm not the only one who loves finding secret chordsâ€¦.chords in positions up the uke neck that don't seem to be in the books. They aren't the usual ...
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19 A B C 

02 | Motif Ã  chevrons modifiÃ©. 03 | Motif Ã  chevrons modifiÃ©. 04 | Motif linÃ©aire victoria riviera beige baja sable corail. SpÃ©cifications par palette ImpÃ©rial. MÃ©trique.
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a) b) c) a) b) c) )c )ab - Kele 

C. P/N 87920846 a) b) c) a) b) c). The temperature control should only be installed by qualified technicians in accordance with the respective national electrical codes. The safety and protection against incidental contact is to be ensured through pr
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this product, DO NOT USE ANY POWER TOOLS to assemble it.Assemble this product manually. ... Hardware bag. Sac de quincaillerie. 1. ITEM. DESCRIPTION.
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D7 9. GMaj7. Gm6. F 13 F 7 13 B9. B7 9. E9sus4 E9. B9. A7 5 Dm9G13 Dm9 G13. 1. Dm9G13. 2. Gm7/B. C7/B. FMaj7/A. Fm7/A. B 9/A. E Maj7/G A7 9. DMaj7.
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Then translate them into English. Exemple: Hier, ils ont manquÃ© le bus. Yesterday they missed the bus. 1 Tu as Ã  ton copain hier soir. 2 Dimanche dernier elle a.
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HUDORA SICHERHEITSNETZ FÃœR TRAMPOLINE 244 CM - 426 CM Ã˜. Herzlichen GlÃ¼ckwunsch zum Kauf Ihres Sicherheitsnetzes! TEILELISTE. NR.
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